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Abstract. We consider the linear Kirchhoff plate model subject to a viscoelastic
damping of integral type. The damping term contains a time-dependent convolution
kernel accounting for the long-range memory effects. The mechanical behavior of the
plate is influenced by this memory function which is a priori unknown. That leads us
to consider the question of identifying it. We study this kind of inverse problem by
using the integrodifferential evolution equation governing the vertical deflection of
the plate and coupling it with a set of overposed initial and boundary conditions. The
problem obtained is then reduced to a nonlinear Volterra integral equation of second
kind for the unknown memory kernel. Then, via the Contraction Principle, we prove
local (in time) existence and uniqueness results. In addition, we show the Lipschitz
continuous dependence upon the data. These results also apply to a viscoelastic beam
model.

1. Introduction. The mechanical behavior of some materials like, e.g., polymers,
wood, concretes, and metal at high temperature, is well described by stress-strain
relationships in which the actual stress depends both on the actual strain and on
the ones exerted in the past. Such a description is usually called viscoelasticity of
Boltzmann (or integral) type (cf., e.g., [7, 8, 13, 14, 26, 27]).

The quoted stress-strain laws contain some time-dependent functions, named re-
laxation functions, accounting for the memory effects. They act as convolution ker-
nels of time integrals involving the past strains, influencing the dissipative properties
of the medium (cf., e.g., [2, 3, 4, 7, 27] and their references).

A practical problem arising in the applications of such models (e.g., in Engineering
and in Geophysics) consists in the fact that the relaxation functions are a priori
unknown or scarcely known. Thus we have to deal with the inverse problem of
identifying such functions.
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This problem has been analyzed by different approaches. Among them we recall the
creep and relaxation experimental tests (see, e.g., [2, 4, 8, 27]) and the optimization
techniques (see, e.g., [1, 24, 29, 30]). Recently, however, a new method has been
proposed and applied in particular to one-dimensional and three-dimensional linear
viscoelasticity (cf. [9, 10, 11, 12]; see also [28] for a similar technique and [23] for a
nonlinear model).

It can be described as follows. First, the integrodifferential equation governing
the evolution of the displacement field is derived from the constitutive assumptions
and the balance of linear momentum. Then an overdetermined initial and boundary
value problem for this equation is formulated and studied, the information being
chosen according to the physical context.

The main aim of our paper is to show that the method just described applies to
a two-dimensional mechanical model studied in recent years mainly from the point
of view of controllability, i.e., the linear viscoelastic Kirchhoff plate (cf. [15, 16, 17,
19, 20]; see also [21] for the viscoelastic beam).

This model essentially consists of a linear hyperbolic Volterra integrodifferential
equation governing the evolution of the vertical deflection of the plate (cf. [15, Chap.
1, Sec. 7] for its derivation from the constitutive assumptions). More precisely, let
us assume that the viscoelastic Kirchhoff plate of uniform thickness h (h > 0) is
homogeneous (with unitary density) and isotropic. We assume besides that it lies in
a region £2 x (—|, |) of the space R3, for each t e [0, T], T > 0, £2 c R2 being
an open, bounded, and connected set having a smooth boundary T (for instance of
class ^4).

Denoting by u the vertical deflection of the plate from its equilibrium posi-
tion u = 0, the governing equation is (cf. [15, Chapter 1, Section 7]; see also
[16, 17, 19])

2
hu" — j2 Aw" + D(0)A2u + D' * A2 u = f infix (0,T), (1.1)

where the symbol"/" denotes the time derivative, A is the Laplace operator, A2 is the
biharmonic operator, and the symbol " * " represents the convolution product with
respect to time over (0, t), that is (a*b)(t) := /0' a(t—s)b(s) ds . Here D: (0, +oo) —►
R is the so-called viscoelastic flexural rigidity, D(0) > 0, and /: £2 x (0, T) —> R is
the body force acting along the vertical direction (i.e., orthogonal to £2).

Our inverse problem is to find D.
In order to solve it we introduce a set of initial and boundary conditions that can

be coupled with Eq. (1.1) (cf., e.g., [15, Chap. 1, Sec. 7], [16, 17]). We assume that
T = rour, , where ro and T, are nonempty, relatively open, disjoint subsets of T,
and that |ro| > 0, |F0| being the Lebesgue measure of T0 . Moreover, we denote by
i/ = (I/,, v2) and t = (—1>2, vx) the unit normal vector to T pointing outward and
the unit positively-oriented tangent vector to T, respectively.

Let us consider the conditions

u(-,0) = uQ, u(-,0) — ux in £2, (1.2)
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u = uv = 0 onr0 X [0, T], (1.3)

DiO^u + D'*&lu = gl on r, X [0, T], (1.4)
,3

D{0)&2U + D'*^2U - = S on r, X [0, T], (1.5)

where uQ, ul: Q —> R and gl, g2: [0, T] —> R are given functions. Here fi e
(0, 1/2) is the viscoelastic Poisson ratio, (•)„ represents the derivative in the in-
direction, and are the linear operators defined by

^,z := Az + (1 - n)Bxz, &2z := (Az)v + (1 - /i)(B2z)x , (1.6)

(•)T being the derivative in the r-direction and

Bxz := 2vxv2zxy - v*zyy - v\zxx, B2z := (v* - i>\)zxy + vxv2{zyy - zxx). (1.7)

Note that
g=-M\ g2 = -Mux-g\ (1.8)

where Mr represents the bending moment about the tangent vector r (per unit
length), M" is the twisting moment about the normal vector z/ (per unit length),

'l

and g is the shear force acting along the vertical direction.
The direct problem, consisting in finding u satisfying Eq. (1.1) and the initial

and boundary conditions (1.2-1.5), is well posed (see [16, Theorem 2.1] and also
Theorem 3.1 in this paper), but this information does not suffice to determine D as
well. To this aim we need another datum involving the time only. From the physical
viewpoint, it is reasonable to measure, for each time / e [0, T], e.g., the bending
moment Mx exerted on a portion fcro having positive measure, that is (cf. (1.5),
(1.8))

u + D' * dT — g on[0,r], (1.9)

where dY denotes the Lebesgue measure on Y and [0, T] -» R is a known
function.

Summing up, a possible formulation of our inverse problem as an overdetermined
problem for Eq. (1.1) is the following

Problem (PI). Find u and D satisfying (1.1-1.5), (1.9)
This paper is mainly devoted to the study of Problem (PI).
The plan goes as follows. The next section contains a more precise formulation

of Problem (PI), the statements of our main results, and some remarks about their
applicability. In Sec. 3 we show a result related to the direct problem (1.1-1.5)
which will be useful in the following sections. Problem (P1) is reduced, in Sec. 4, to a
nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the second kind for the unknown D" . Taking
advantage of this equivalent formulation, the main results are proved in Sees. 5 and
6. Finally, Sec. 7 is concerned with some final remarks on the hypotheses we have
used and the treatment of additional information different from (1.9). Furthermore,
an application to a viscoelastic beam model is also discussed.
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2. Main reuslts. First, we introduce some notation. The symbol Cr([0, T]; X)
(re N, X being a real Banach space) will denote the space consisting of all
the functions z: [0, T] —► X continuous along with their first r time-derivatives
(C([0, T]; X) := C°([0, T]; X)). Endowing it with the norm

HZHr A" := SUP lk(,)WII^
'€[0, T]

we obtain a Banach space. If X = R then we simply set || • ||r := || • ||r x .
Recalling now that Hk(Q.) represents the usual Sobolev space of order k e N,

we set H := H°(Q.) = L2(Q) and

V:={v eHl(Cl) | v = 0onro}, (2.1)

W := {w e H2{Q) |v = ^= 0onro}. (2.2)

V and W become Hilbert spaces thanks to the following inner products, respec-
tively:

c(v ,v):—h vv + y Vv • Vv Vv, v e V, (2.3)
JQ J £i

a(w, w) / {
J £1

WW + W U) + u(w w + w w )xx xx yy yy r*\ Xx yy yy xx> ^ 4^

+2(1 - n)wrvw\dxdy Vw , w G W,
Ay Ay

3 2where y := h /12 and the dot denotes the scalar product in R . Note that, since
|r0l>o, the bilinear form a(-, •) is coercive owing to Korn's Lemma (cf., e.g., [5,
Chap. Ill, Sec. 3.3]).

We observe that
W^V^H^V'^W' (2.5)

with dense and compact embeddings, V' and W1 being the dual spaces of V and
W. Then we introduce the linear operators C: V —► V', A: W W' defined by

{Cv, v) c(v, v) Vv , v € V, (2.6)
(Aw , w) := a(w , w) \/w,weW, (2.7)

(•, •) being the duality pairing between V' and V or between W1 and W. We
remark that C and A are the canonical isomorphisms of V onto V' and of W
onto W1.

We can now reformulate Problem (PI) in a more rigorous way using the functional
framework just introduced.

By Green's formulas one easily gets the identities (cf. (2.3-2.4), (2.6-2.7))

(hz" - yAz", v) = (Cz", v) - y [ z"vv dT Vv , z" e H2(Q) n V, (2.8)
•>r,

(A2z, w) = (Az, w) + f {(&2z)w - (£$xz)wv) dT \/w, z e //4(Q) n W,
Jr> (2.9)
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where (•, ■) denotes the usual inner product in H (for (2.9) see, e.g., [5, Chap. IV,
Sec. 2.3]).

Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that (cf. (1.4-1.5))
gl = g2 = ® (2.10)

and recalling (1.1-1.5), we restate Problem (PI) as follows:
Problem (PI). Find u: [0, T] —► W and D: [0, T] —> R such that

Cu'\t) + A(D(0)u + D'*u)(t) = f(t) in W', We (0, T), (2.11)
u(0)-u0, i/(0) = m, , (2.12)

SD{0)^u + D' *^u}dT = g on [0,7], (2.13)
y

where /: [0, T] -* V' and u0, m, 6 W, g\ [0, T] —► R are given.
As far as the data are concerned, we assume

f = fl+f2e C3([0, T]; V') + C2([0, T]; H), (2.14)
C'lf2 eC2([0,T]-W), (2.15)
u0, m, € W, (2.16)
C~lAu0, C~lAu1 e W, (2.17)

C-1/(0), C~'/'(0) e W, (2.18)
AC~lAu0, AC~lf(0)eV', (2.19)

g e c2([0, r]), (2.20)

where C-1: V1 —► V is the inverse of the operator C (cf. (2.3), (2.6)).
In addition we assume the consistency conditions

D0:=g(0)^&lU0dr\ >0, (2.21)

D(0) J^luldT + D'(0) Ji^u0dT= g'{0), (2.22)
along with the further hypotheses

■3&xul: = 3§1ul; = 0 on T,, i — 0, 1, (2.23)

^0^=0. (2.24)
Note that the boundary integrals appearing in (2.21-2.22) make sense owing to

(2.2), (2.16) (cf. also (1.6-1.7)). The geometric condition (2.24) is rather restrictive
but it is technically necessary if one needs, as we do, to apply regularity results for
elliptic equations (see (3.21)).

The first result is concerned with local (in time) existence and uniqueness.

Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions (2.10), (2.14-2.24) hold. Then there exists T0 e
(0, T] such that Problem (PI) admits a unique local solution («, D) having the

-l
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following properties:

u e C2([0, r0]; H3(Cl) nw)n C3([0, T0] ; W) n C4([0, T0] ■ V), (2.25)

DeC2([0,T0]), D{ 0)>0. (2.26)

Remark 2.1. As we shall see in Sec. 4, the nonvanishing condition (2.21) allows us
to transform Problem (PI) into a nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the second
kind for D". If this condition fails and our problem is generally equivalent to a
Volterra integral equation of the first kind, then it is essentially ill posed. Thus, the
solvability of Problem (PI) strongly depends on a condition like (2.21) (see also Sec.
7,7.1,(7.12)). Concerning the difficulties related to the existence in the large, deriving
from the nonlinearity of the problem, the reader is referred to [11, Introduction] and
the reference quoted therein.

The second result consists in a continuous dependence estimate, which shows that
the differences of possible solutions to Problem (PI) depend upon the differences of
the data in a Lipschitz way, that is

Theorem 2.2. Let {f-, u0j, uXj, gj), j = 1, 2, be two sets of data satisfying the
hypotheses (2.14-2.23) and let (2.24) hold. Besides, assume (cf. (2.10)) gj = gj = 0,
for j = 1,2, and (cf. (2.21)) D0l = DQ2. Denoting by (Uj, Dj), j = 1, 2, the
corresponding solutions of Problem (PI) and letting K, L be constants such that

max{\\fj\\i V,, ||C~lfj\\2 W, \\u0j\\w, ||m,7||^, \\C~l fj(0)\\w,

WAC-'fjmW', \\C~lf'j{0)\\w' \\C~lAu0j\\w, (2.27)

\\C~X AuJw, \\AC~XAu0j\\v,, (D0jyl}<K,

\\Dj\\2<L, (2.28)
0 3for 7 = 1,2, there exists a positive function A e C ((0, +oo) ) such that

IIM1 ~~ M2 H2 IIM1 ~ W2 II3 , tV + IIM1 — W2 H4, V 11^1 ^2 H2

< A(K, L, T){\\fl-fXy + \iC - fl)\\2,w + \\u,
+ I|w,,-«„IL + I|C"1(/1-/2)(0)||

01 UQlWw

11 \2"W H Wl J2'\ 'i<W

+ wc~\f\ - f'2m\\w +1 \Ac~\fx - /2xo)iiF,
+ ||C ^4(Wq| — M02)II>F II ̂ ^(wil — ̂ 12)lifF

(2.29)

+ ||/1C A(u0l ^02 ̂ 11 k' ll^i ^2II2 } ■

Moreover, the function A (also depending on Q, ro, T(, T, vx, v2, h, n) is
increasing with respect to each of its arguments.

Remark 2.2. Recalling the definitions of the operators A, C (cf. (2.3-2.4), (2.6-
2.7)) and using well-known regularity results on linear elliptic boundary value prob-
lems (cf., e.g., [22, Chap. 2, Sees. 5, 9]), we can deduce from the estimate (2.29) a
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more readable one, that is,

IIW1 — IIM1 _ W2II3, W IIM1 — W2H4, V 11^1 — -^2H2

< A (K,L,T) {||/,' - f\ ||3)F, + IK/,2 - + ||(/, - /2)(0)||K

+ ll(/i - /2)(°)llff + IKi ~ M02lltf5(n)

+ IIM11 _ Un\\HA(il) + 11^1 _ "^2II2 } •

Here A is a function quite similar to A.
Remark 2.3. From the practical viewpoint, it is not easy to construct initial data

u0 and w, satisfying the assumptions (2.16-2.17), (2.19), (2.21-2.22). Thus, the
above results are a bit unrealistic. Despite this fact, we have chosen to present the
main results in this form for the sake of generality. Nevertheless, if the initial data
vanish identically, which is quite common in the applications, it is possible to get
analogous results, where C_1/(0) and C~'/'(0) P'ay the role of the initial data.
In this case, especially if / does not depend on time, the assumptions seems to be
more reasonable from the point of view of applicability (see Sec. 7, 7.1, (7.5-7.14)).
What exactly happens if the initial data have compact support in £2, so that (2.21)
fails, is still an open question (cf. Remark 2.1, however).

Remark 2.4. Here we are looking for time-continuous solutions. Nonetheless, it
is possible to show that Theorems 2.1-2.2 and the related Remarks 7.1-7.4 keep their
validity even if the time regularity of / and g is slightly relaxed. More precisely,
considering Problem (PI), the assumptions (2.14-2.15) and (2.20) can be replaced
by, respectively,

/ = /' +/2 6 W3'"(0, T; V') + W2-P(0, T-H), (2.30)

C~'/2 e W2'p{0, T- W), (2.31)
g eW2'p{<d,T) (2.32)

for some p £ [1, +oo]. Here Wr'p denotes, as usual, the Sobolev space of order
re N and index p .

Then the counterpart of Theorem 2.1 will yield the local existence and uniqueness
of a pair (u, D) solving Problem (PI) such that (cf. (2.25-2.26))

we w2'"(0, r0; H3(Q)n IV) n w3'p(0, r0; W)nW*'p{<d, r0; V), (2.33)

DeW2'p{0,T0), D(0) > 0. (2.34)

Concerning Theorem 2.2, the bounds (2.27-2.28) and the continuous dependence
estimate (2.29) should be modified according to (2.30-2.34).

For an analysis developed in this functional framework and applied to the three-
dimensional case the reader is referred to [11].

The regularity stated in (2.34) is a bit stronger than the one usually required by the
Principle of fading memory. That is essentially due to the treatment of the integro-
differential term as a perturbation (see, e.g., [14, Chap. Ill, Theorem III. 11]). In order
to further relax the regularity of D, some monotonicity or convexity conditions on
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D (cf., e.g., [14, Chap. III., Theorem 111.22]) are needed, but our technique does not
seem suitable to deal with this kind of assumptions. More precisely, it is not clear
how a monotonicity (or convexity) property of D can be preserved in our fixed-point
formulation (see Sec. 4).

Remark 2.5. The term (/z3/12)Am" in Eq. (1.1) is sometimes neglected (cf., e.g.,
[20]), due to the smallnesss of h3. In this case the operator C (cf. (2.3), (2.6)) re-
duces to the identity and the problem can be treated by the same technique developed
in this paper.

3. The direct problem. In this section we will suppose that the relaxation function
D is given. We will prove that the unique solution u to the direct problem (2.11-
2.12) satisfies an estimate that shows how u depends on D. This estimate will be
very useful in the proofs of our main results (see Sees. 4-6).

Let us assume

D e C2([0, 71), (3.1)
D(0) > 0, (3.2)

/' € c'([0, T]; V'), (3.3)
C~lf2 e C([0, T] \ W), (3.4)
w0, w, € W, (3.5)

Au0eV'. (3.6)

Then we have

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (2.10), (2.24), (3.1-3.6), there exists a unique
function u e C([0, T]; H\Cl) n W)f)Cl ([0 ,T\\W)C\ C2([ 0 ,T]\V) solving equa-
tion (2.11) with f — fl+f2 and satisfying the initial conditions (2.12). More-
over, there exist a positive constant A, and a pair of positive functions A2 , A3 e
C°((0, +oo)2) such that

HMHc(t0,71);H3(n)n»f) + llMllc'([0,/]; W)

- ^1 | llMoll//3(fi) + llMllllf + 11/ Hc'([0, /]; V')

+ io ^ llc"(I°,j]; V) ds + J0 II^ f llc([0,i]; W) ds (3.7)

+ ̂ II woII ^^2(11^ llc'([0,f]) ' j

x {1 + ?Aj(||Z) ll^^jo,/])» 0 exp[?A3(||Z) 7-^ > ')]}

for any /6[0, T]. Here the constant A, depends on Q, h, fi, (£>(0))~', D'(0),
T and the functions A2, A3 are increasing in each of their arguments and also
depend on (Z)(0))-1 .

Proof. Consider the equation

z = D{0)u + D' *u on [0,7], (3.8)
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where u £ C([0, T] , H\£l) n W) n C*([0, T] \ W)n C2([0, T]; V) is supposed to
be given. Then, thanks to (3.1-3.2), z belongs to the same space as u and besides

D(0)u = z + R*z on [0,7], (3.9)

where R is the so-called resolvent of (Z)(0))_1Z)'. Moreover, R solves the integral
equation (see, e.g., [14, Chap. IV, Sec. 4])

D(0)R + R * D' = -D' on[0,r]. (3.10)

Then
D{0)R' = -D" -D'(0)R-R*d" on[0,r], (3.11)

and R e c'([0, T]).
From Eqs. (3.10-3.11) we can also infer, via Gronwall's Lemma, the following

inequality

P'llcao,,]) < (J>(0))~ Vllcao,® + (^(0))"2(l^'(0)| + r||z>"llC([(M]))
x (ll^llcao,® + <(*>(0))" Vllcao.i]) exp[i(D(0))_1||Z)'||C([0j<1)])

(3.12)
for any / e [0, T].

Eqs. (3.8-3.9) allow us to transform the Cauchy problem (2.11-2.12) into the
following equivalent one:

C(z + R* z)"(t) + D(0)Az(t) = D(0)f(t) in w', W e (0, T), (3.13)
z(0) = zQ := D(0)u0, z'(0) = z, := Z)(0)w, + D'(0)u0. (3.14)

To prove the theorem it is useful to transform the Cauchy problem (3.13-3.14)
into a Cauchy problem for a first-order equation.

Let us introduce the linear operators W, s/ defined by
(D(O)A 0 \ _/ ° -Z)(0M\

W-={ 0 Cj' \Z>(0)/1 0 J'
Note that ^ and st? are isomorphisms of W x V onto W' x V' and of W x W
onto W'xW'.

Then we consider the linear operator A := : 2>{A) —► W x V, where

:= {v e W x W | Av e W' x V'} <-* W x V.

We remark that, owing to the regularity of T and to the geometric assumption
(2.24), it can be proved that (cf. [18, Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4])

3f{\) = {v = {vl,v2)G Wx W\vl etf3(Q)nW, =0 onr,}. (3.15)
1 2Thus 2>(\) can be endowed with the norm := ||v ||#3,n) + ||w \\w , which is

equivalent to the graph norm.
Setting now

v := {z, z')tr, v0 := (z0, z,)tr, (3.16)
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where tr denotes the transposition operation, the Cauchy problem (3.13-3.14) turns
out to be

!/'(*) +A v(t)=&(v){t)+&'(t) in Wx V, Vt 6 (0, T), (3.17)
v(0) = u0, (3.18)

where 31 and are defined by

^:= (o -tsA «'.))• <3-19>
f:=(0,-Jt'z0 + D(0)C-lff. (3.20)

Here we have used the identity

(R * zj\t) = (8jr + R'*)z'(t) + R'(t)z0 W e [0, T],

where S denotes the identity operator and <5 := R(0) = -(D(0))_1D'(0) (see
(3.10)).

We now show that the Cauchy problem (3.17-3.18) has a unique solution v e
C([0, T]; n C1 ([0, T]; W x V). Indeed, thanks to the geometric assumption
(2.24), regularity results for linear elliptic operators (cf., e.g., [22, Chap. 2, Sec. 7])
allow us to deduce from (3.6) that u0 e //3(fi) n W; then, owing to (3.5-3.6) and
(3.14-3.16), we get

v0 e &(A). (3.21)
On the other hand, we have (cf. (3.19))

\\£l(vx) -^,(W2)llc([0,<];^(A)) - (1^1 + 11-^ llc([0,r]))llt'l _ V2^C([0,t]\3'(\)) ' (3.22)
for any / e [0, T] and any vl, v2 6 C([0, T\\9S{A)). Besides (cf. (3.3-3.5),
(3.14), (3.20)),

/ = /'+/6C'([0, T\\Wx. V) + C([0, A)), (3.23)
where

^':=(0, D(0)C~'f')tr, := (0,-R'z0 + D(0)C~'f2f. (3.24)
Since the operator -A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup of contractions on W x V (cf. [18, Theorem 2.1]), taking (3.21-3.23)
into account, we infer that there exists a unique solution v e C([0, T] \ A)) n
c'([0, T]\ W x V) solving the Cauchy problem (3.17-3.18) (see, e.g., [25, Chap. 4,
Theorem 2.4, Corollaries 2.5-2.6 and Chap. 6, Theorem 1.7]).

Recalling (3.8-3.9), (3.15-3.16), this result implies that the direct problem (2.11-
2.12) admits a unique solution u with the regularity properties stated in Theorem
3.1.

It remains to prove the estimate (3.7).
We observe that the solution v to the problem (3.17-3.18) also solves the integral

equation (cf., e.g., [25, Chap. 6, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3])

v(t) = S(t)v0 +[ S{t - s)[3!{v)(s) +&~(s)]ds V; G [0, T], (3.25)
J o
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S being the strongly continuous semigroup generated by -A.
Let us recall that S has the following properties (cf., e.g., [25, Chapter 1, Sees.

1.1-1.2]):
S( 0)=jr, (3.26)

S: [0, T] —► x V) nJ2?(.S^A)) is strongly continuous, (3.27)
S\t)y = -AS(t)y Vy e &(A), V/ € [0, T], (3.28)
l|SWII^(A))<A4, (3.29)

where A4 is a constant depending on A, £2, and T. Here J? (X) (X being a Ba-
nach space) denotes the Banach space consisting of all linear and bounded operators
acting from X into itself.

Then, owing to (3.3), (3.26), (3.28), integrating by parts in time we obtain

[ AS(t - s)^\s)ds = - [ S'(t - s)^1 (s) ds
Jo Jo

= 9~\t) - S(t)^l{0) (3.30)

fJo
'S(t-s)(^l)\s)ds v/e[0,r].

Taking (3.22-3.24), (3.29-3.30) into account, from Eq. (3.25) we derive the in-
equality

NlC([0,(];^(A)) — "^5 |llWollsr(A) + JQ ̂  + 11"^ Hc[(0,i]))llt,llc([0,i];3r(A)) ^

+ 11/ Hc([0,f]; V') + [ IK/ ) Hc([0,s]; V') ̂ (3.31)
J 0

Jo ^ ^ Hc([°.-s]; w) & + l^ollw H-^ Hc([o,i])
for any t e [0, T], where A5 is a positive constant analogous to A4 and depending
on D(0) as well.

Applying now Gronwall's Lemma to (3.31) we get

H^'llc([0,/];3r(A))

'C([0, j] ; V1) &— A-5 {HW) + HZ Hc([0, t]; V1) + JQ IK/ ) ll(

+ fo / ^([O'5!;^ + ll^oll^ J0 11"^ Hc([o,i])
(3.32)

X {1 + ^5(1 + ll-K llc([0,r])) exP['A5(l + ll-K llC([0,«]))]}
for any t e [0, T].

Finally, recalling Eqs. (3.8-3.9), the estimate (3.12), and the relationships (3.14-
3.16), from the estimate (3.32) we derive (3.7).

Remark 3.1. As we shall see in the next sections, the estimate (3.7) is crucial in
order to prove our results. It is worthwhile to note that this estimate seems to be
difficult to get by using energy identity arguments as in [10-11] (cf. also [18, p. 231,
observation at the end of 2.1]).
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4. An equivalent problem. Here we will show that, under the assumptions of The-
orem 2.1, Problem (PI) has a solution (u, D) fulfilling the properties (2.25-2.26)
if and only if D" e C([0, T]) solves a Volterra nonlinear integral equation of the
second kind.

Let us assume (2.10), (2.14-2.24) hold and let (u, D) be the solution to Problem
(PI) satisfying (2.25-2.26).

First, observe that, taking the limit as t —> 0+ in Eq. (2.13) and recalling (1.2),
(2.21), we have

D(0) = Dq>0. (4.1)

Moreover, using (4.1), from the consistency condition (2.22) we get

d\o) = d1 = (J^u0dr) 1 (g'w-D^&^dr) • (4.2)

Setting now
w := u", (4.3)

we prove, by differentiation in time, that (w, D) solves an inverse problem quite
analogous to Problem (PI).

Indeed, differentiating in time both sides of Eq. (2.11), we obtain (cf. (2.12), (4.1))

Cu(3\t) + A(D0u + D' * u')(t) = -D\t)Au0 + f\t) in w', (4.4)

for any t e (0, T).
A further differentiation in time yields (cf. (2.12), (4.3))

Cw"(t) + A{D0w + D'*w){t) = -D"{t)Au0-D'(t)Au{ +f"{t) in W', (4.5)

for any t e (0, T).
We remark that, owing to the conditions (2.23), the function w = u" satisfies the

same boundary conditions as u does (cf. (2.8-2.10)).
On the other hand, taking the limit as t -> 0+ in Eqs. (2.11), (4.4), recalling the

initial conditions (2.12) and Eqs. (4.1-4.2), we get

w{0) = w0:=C~\-D0Au0 + f{0)), (4.6)

w'{0) = w{ := C~\-D0Au{ - DlAu0 + /'(0)). (4.7)

Then, differentiating twice with respect to time both the members of Eq. (2.13)
and taking (2.20), (4.1-4.2) into account, we have

I {D^38xw + D* * &{w} dT
( r \ ( r \ (4-8)

= g" - D" - dTj d' on [0, T].

Consider the direct problem consisting in finding w solving Eq. (4.5) and satisfy-
ing the initial conditions (4.6-4.7). The assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied ow-
ing to (2.14-2.19); hence this problem has a unique solution w e C([0, T]; n
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W) n C'([0, 7]; W) n C2([0, 7]; V). As a consequence, observing that (cf. (4.1-
4.2))

D(t) := D0 + tDl + [ (t — s)G(s) ds We [0,7], (4.9)
J o

where G := D", we can define a mapping 3?: C([0, 7]) -»C([0, 7]; //3(Q)n W)n
C'([0, 7]; W) n C2([0, 7]; V) by setting

JT{G):=w, (4.10)
where w solves the direct problem (4.5-4.7).

Thanks to these considerations and to (2.21), from Eq. (4.8) we derive that G
solves the following functional equation in the fixed-point form:

G = F(G) on [0,7], (4.11)
where £T: C([0, 7]) —► C([0, 7]) is the nonlinear Volterra operator defined by (cf.
(4.9))

■T(G) := U^u0dr\ |/ - JjD0^3f{G) + (£)' + 1 * G)*3txJr{G)}dT

- {Dl + 1 *G)J on [0,7], (4.12)

Conversely, assume that G e C([0, 7]) is a solution to the functional equation
(4.11). Then the pair (w, D), defined by (4.9-4.10), solves the inverse problem
(4.5-4.8). Hence, owing to the consistency conditions (2.21-2.22), the pair (u, D),
where u is defined by (cf. (4.3))

u{t) :—uQ + tul+f (t-s)w(s)ds We [0,7], (4.13)
J o

solves Problem (PI), fulfilling (2.25-2.26).
Summing up we have proved the following equivalence result:

Theorem 4.1. Let the same assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Problem (PI) has a
unique solution (w, D) satisfying (2.25-2.26) if and only if the functional equation
(4.11) admits a unique solution G e C([0, 7]).

5. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us set

E(p, 7) := {G e C([0, 7]) | ||G||C([0, n < P},

for any (p, 7) € (0, +oo)2 .
Thanks to Theorem 4.1, it suffices to prove that there is a pair (pQ, 70) e (0, +oo)2

such that ET (cf. (4.12)) takes E(p0, 70) into itself and .Tl is a contraction for
some / e N. Then the generalized Contraction Principle will yield the proof. To
prove that, we need to consider first the mapping 3? (cf. (4.10)).

Recalling (1.6), Holder's inequality, and a well-known trace theorem (cf., e.g., [22,
Chap. 1, Sec. 8, Theorem 8.3]) give

l/F\zdT
r

<A6|f|1/2||z||„3(£i) Vze//3(tt), (5.1)
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where A6 is a positive constant depending on T and p .
On the other hand, since solves the Cauchy problem (4.5-4.7) (cf. (4.9-

4.10)), the estimate (3.7) gives

W(D")\UnI C([0,/] ;#'(«))

< A[ | H^o 11 ^(Q) + ll^illpy + \\D All j + (/ ) ||C([0,/]; K')

+ So ̂  ^M1 + (/ ) llc([0, j] ; V) ̂  + II ̂ (f ) II C([0, j] ; W) &

■ ||D C ^Mollc([0,i]; W) ̂ + 'H^olllP^dl^ Hc'([0,/]) '

X {1 + fA3(||0'||C'([O>r]), ?)exp[/A3(||Z)'||ci([0 r]), t)]} W € [0, T].

(5.2)
Then, taking (4.9) into account and using assumptions (2.14-2.19), we get from (5.2)

11^(^)llc([0,<];tf3(Q)) — ̂7(0 > t)exp[tA9(p, ?)] (5.3)

for any t e [0, T] and any G e E(p, T). Here A7 e C°((0, +00)) and Ag, A9 e
0 2C ((0, +00) ) are positive functions, increasing in their variables. Moreover, A7 ,

Ag, and A9 also depend upon the data.
Thanks to the estimates (5.1), (5.3), and to the hypotheses (2.20-2.21), we derive

from (4.12) the following inequality

ll^"(^)llc([0,f]) — ̂10 (t) + /Aj,(p, t) exp[tA9(p, J)] + ptAn (5.4)

for any t e [0, T] and for any G € E(p, T), where A10 € C°((0, +00)) and
0 2Au e C ((0, +00) ) are positive functions analogous to A? and Ag, respectively.

Moreover, A]2 is a positive constant depending only on the data.
Looking at (5.4) it is easy to realize that one can pick (p0, ro) 6 (0, +00) x [0, T]

such that
ll"^"(^') II C"([0,7"0]) — Po (5-5)

for any G G E(p0, T()). That is to say, ,9~ takes E(p0, TQ) into itself. We will
prove that has a unique fixed point in E(p0, TQ).

Consider G, G e E(pQ, TQ) and set (cf. (4.10))

Wr:=w-w=JT{G)-JT{G). (5.6)

It is easy to prove that W solves the following Cauchy problem (cf. (4.5-4.7),
(4.9))

CW'\t) + A[D0W + (Dl + 1 * G) * W](t)

= - (G- G)(t)Au0 - [1 *(G- G)](t)Aul (5.7)
- A[l * {G - G) * Jf(G)](t) in JV',Vte(0, T0),

W(0) = w\0) = 0. (5.8)

+
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Applying the estimate (3.7) to the problem (5.7-5.8) and recalling (5.6) we obtain,
for any t e [0, T0],

|| 3F(G) — ̂(^)llc([o,r];//3(iJ))

— ̂1 |ll[l * {G — j ||^([o,r]; k')

+ ||1 * (G - (?) * A5r(G)||c([0 ,];n + [' ||(G - G)Aux||C([0>,];ds
J 0

+ jf' ||(G - G)AJT(G)||C([0>sl; 0 * + \\(G - G)C~lAu0\\C(ptiS].W)

x {1 +/A3(||D1 + 1 *G||ci([0 <]), Oexp^AjdlZ)1 + 1 * G||ci([0 <]), 0]} •
(5.9)

The assumptions (2.16-2.17), the estimate (5.3), and the fact that G, G belong
to E(p0, T0) allow us to get from (5.9) the inequality

\\^(G)-^(G)\\C{[0JhHim<Ali(p0, T0) f'\\G-G\\C{[0tS])ds (5.
J 0

10)

for any t e [0, T0], where A13(/>0, ro) is a positive constant also depending upon
the data.

Using now (4.12) and (5.10), one can find a positive constant A14(/?0, T0), also
depending on the data, such that

\\^(G)-^(G)\\C{[0 l])<Al4(p0,T0) f'\\G-G\\C([0 s])ds W€[0,ro], (5.11)
J 0

for any G, G e E{p0, T0).
Finally, (5.11) implies that there is some / e N such that is a contraction

from E(p0, T0) into itself and this concludes the proof.

6. Proof of Theorem 2.2. We start to observe that, owing to the bounds (2.27-2.28)
0 3and the estimate (5.2), there exists a positive function A e C ((0, +oo) ) such that

ll^(D")llcHo,r];//3(a)) < MK, L, T) (6.1)
for 7 = 1,2. The function A is nondecreasing in each of its variables and it also
depends on Q, ro, rt, v{, v2, h , and p . From now on A will denote a function
with the previous properties, which could also depend on T.

Consider now (cf. (4.9-4.10))

w :=wl -w2 =3r{D")-3T(Dl) (6.2)

and set

D :^Dl-D2, u° :=u01-u02, u :=h,,-m12, (6.3)
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Recalling that Wj solves a Cauchy problem like (4.5-4.7), we can easily prove that
w (cf. (6.2)) solves the following:

Cw"(t) + A(D0w + D\ * w)(t) = - D"(t)Au0l - D2(t)Au° - D'(t)Auu

- D'2{t)Au - A{D' * w2)(t) + f"(t) (6-4)
in w', V/€ (0, T),

w(0) = w° := w0l - w02, (6.5)

w'(0) = w' := wn - wl2, (6.6)

where D0 := D(n = Dm (cf. hypotheses of Theorem 2.2) and w0j, wXj are defined
by Eqs. (4.6-4.7) in an obvious way.

Applying the estimate (3.7) to the Cauchy problem (6.4-6.6) we get

ll^llcao, «];tf3(Q)) + H^llc'ao.fi-.w)

<A, j||u; ||W3(n> + ||u> \\w+ \\D Aun^c^0 t^. vij

+ ||D2Au ||C([0jt];v') + IK/ ) IIc([0

+ ||A(D *w2)||C([o}t]-V') + 11^ AUjiIIc"([o,5],v')^

+ lo Hc([0,i]; V) & + IK/ )( )Hc([0,i];K')^ (6.7)

+ jf' II(/>' * Aw2)'\\C(l0 s]. vl) ds + J^ IIC-\f2)"Wca0 s]. w) ds

+ 11^ C ^0lllc([0,,];^)^ + I 11^2^" ̂ U Hc([0,i]; W) &

+ flkoll^dl^l Hc'([0, <]) '

X {1 +«A3(||/);||ci([o>,]), OexpUAjdlD'j^,^ ^, t)]}

for any t e [0, T]. Here /' := // - f\ and f2 := /f - f\ , where /, := f\ + f\ ,
f2:=f2+fl

Observe that

Dj(t) = D0 + tDlj +Jo(t-s)D"(s)ds on [0, T], (6.8)

where (cf. (4.2))

°Xj = (^,«0/r) ' (g'(0) - r) (6.9)

for 7 = 1,2.
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Then, thanks to (2.21), (2.27), and (5.1), we deduce from (6.8-6.9) the estimate
(cf. (6.3))

IWIc'ao,,]) <MK,L,T) {||mV(£J) + ||M\,H'iCl)

+ \\g\\ C'([0,f]) + Jo
W e[0, T],

(6.10)

where g := gx - g2.
Recalling hypotheses (2.16-2.19) and using elliptic estimates (cf., e.g., [22, Chap.

2, Sees. 5, 7, 9]), from Eq. (4.6), written for w° (cf. (6.5)), we infer

\\w%i(a) < A(K,L) {WAC-'AuX, + HC-'Vll^ ^
+\\Ac-lm\\y + \\c-lm\\1v}-

Moreover, owing to hypotheses (2.16-2.18), (2.20) and to Eq. (6.9), from Eq. (4.7),
written for wl (cf. (6.6)), we get

||wl\\w < A(K, L){\\C-'AuX\\w + HC"1 V||^

+11" \\h\h) + II" ll//3(Q) + H^llc'do.rj) + 11^" /^0)llw} •

Note that the assumptions (2.16-2.17) combining with elliptic estimates (cf., e.g.,
[22, Chap. 2, Sees. 5, 9] imply

\\h}(S1) + II" ll/f3(£l)
(6"13>

< A(K, L){||C Au\\w + ||m ||^ + ||C 'V \\w + \\ul \\w}.

The bound (6.1) and the estimates (6.10-6.13) allow us to derive from (6.7) the
following:

H^llcdO,(];//'(£})) + He1 ([(),(]; W)

< A(K,L, T) | ||M°||„, + IIm'i^ + ||C-1 V||„,

+ ||C-1V||h/ + ||C-7(0)||w,
_i , o , (6.14)+ lie /(0)IL + |\AC Au°\\y, + \\AC 7(0)11^

+ IK/ ) llc'([0,/];F') + 11^" ) 11 C([0, /]; (f)

+ H^Hc'aO,*]) + J 11^ Hc([0,i])^|

for any t e [0, T]. Observe now that G} = D". solves an equation like (4.11); then
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D" (cf. (6.3)) solves the following (cf. also (4.12), (6.3)):

D" = ^g" - j^[DQ&xw + D'*+ D'2*<32xw]dT

- (^J^udT^j D\ - (^J^lundrSj £>'J

+

x ^g2 _ Jj.DQ&lw2 + d'2 t&^w^dT - (^J^lundYSj D'^j on [0, T],
(6.15)

Thanks to the hypotheses (2.21), (2.27-2.28) and to the estimates (5.1), (6.1),
(6.10), and (6.14), one easily gets from (6.15) the following inequality:

H^'Hcm < MK,L, T) I \\u°\\w + II" V + \\C~XAu°\\w
+ \\c-lAu1\\w + \\c-lm\\w

+ \\C-1f'mfV + \\AC-lAu0\\v,
— i 1 // (o.lo)

+ \\AC 7(0)||K. + ||(/1)"||c.([0ff];K.)

+ l|C (/ ) llc([0,r];W) + ll^llc2([0,<])

+ Jo "D "ca0^])^}
for any t e [0, T]. Applying Gronwall's lemma to (6.16) we obtain

>-1 „ o„ll^'llcdo.T!) ^ MK,L,T) I \\i?\\w + llw'll^ + lie"1 V I W

+ lie-1 Vii^ + 110-7(0)11^
+ \\C-1f'm\fV + \\AC-lAu0\\y, (6.17)

+ MC-7(0)||k. + ||(/1)"||c.([0>71;O

+ l|C (/) llc([o,rj;if) + H^Hc2([o,r])| •

Combining (6.10), (6.14), and (6.17) we get

I C([o, <];//'(«)) + ll^Uc'dO.t]; w) + H-®Hc2([0,r])
< A(K, L, T) { ||uV + llw'll^ + \\C~XAu\w + \\C~XAux\\w

+ lic-7(0)iu + iic-7'(0)ii^
+ pc-1V||K, + Mc-7(o)iiK-

— 12 1
:3([o,T)-v') + IIC f Hc2([o,r];»f) + H^llc2([o,r])} •

(6.18)
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Recalling that C: V —> V' is an isomorphism and taking advantage of (6.10) and
(6.18), from Eq. (6.4) one can easily deduce

Ww"\\c{lo,T]-v) <MK,L,T) {llt/V + ||ul\\w + ||C~lAu°V

+ \\C XAulWw + ||C 7(0)11^ + \\C-lf'(0)\\w

+ \\AC Au\\yi + \\AC /(0)||F< + ||/ llc3([0,r];K')
— 12 1

+ I|C / llc2([0, T]; IV) + ll^llc2([0,r])/ •
(6.19)

We now observe that (cf. ((4.3), (6.2-6.3))

(«! - u2)(t) = moi - w02 + t(un - un) + [ (t-s)w(s)ds V/ e [0, r]. (6.20)

Then (6.18-6.20) yield the wanted estimate (2.29).

7. Concluding remarks.
7.1. In the applications the plate is usually considered at rest at the initial time

t = 0; thus the initial data w0, u[ identically vanish. This implies that the basic
condition (2.21) fails. Nevertheless, reinforcing a little the assumptions on the data
/ and g, one can prove results quite similar to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Indeed,
observe that, if u0 = w, = 0 then the problem (4.5-4.8), which is actually equivalent
to Problem (PI), turns out to be

Cw"{t) +A(D0w + D'*w)(t) = f{t) in W', V? e (0, T), (7.1)

w(0) = w0 C-1/(0), (7.2)

«/(0) = wx := C-1/'(0), (7.3)

JjD^w + D' * ̂ ,10} dT = g on[0,r], (7.4)

where f := f" and g := g". The identification problem consisting in finding w
and D satisfying (7.1-7.4) is quite identical to Problem (PI). Hence, assuming

f = fl+f2 6 C5([0, T]; V') + C4([0, T]; H), (7.5)

C-1/2(0) e c4([0, T]\ W), (7.6)
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C"7(0), C~lf'(0)eW, (7.7)
C~XAC~{f{0), C~lAC~lf'(0) e W, (7.8)

C~xf"( 0), C~'/(3)(0) e W, (7.9)
AC~X AC~X f(0), AC~lf"(0)€V', (7.10)

geC\[0,T]), (7.11)

Z)0:=/(°)(^iC"7(0)^ >0, (7.12)

Z>(0) L&tC^f'Wdr + D'iO) L^lC'if(0)dY = g{3\0), (7.13)

Jf.c '/(0) = ^.c '/'(0) = 0 on r,, 7 = 0,1, (7.14)

it is easy to check that /, w0, wl , and g satisfy the hypotheses (2.14-2.23). Then,
assuming in addition that (2.10) and (2.24) hold, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to the
identification problem (7.1-7.4). Hence, we can find a 70 e (0, 7] such that the
problem (7.1-7.4) has a unique local solution (w , D) fulfilling the properties (2.25-
2.26). Recalling now (4.13) we get the following

Theorem 7.1. Let the assumptions (2.10), (2.24), (7.5-7.14) be satisfied. Then there
exists T0 e (0, 7"] such that Problem (PI) admits a unique local solution (u, D)
having the following properties:

uec\[o, r0]; //3(Q)n w)nc5([0, T0y, W)nc\[o, r0]; V),
DeC2([0,T0]), D(0) > 0.

Clearly we also can establish an analogous result to Theorem 2.2.
Finally, we note that we can obtain similar results even if u0 = 0 only. It suffices

to consider the identification problem for (v , D) := (u , D), namely

Cv"{t) + A(D0v+D'*v)(t) = f'(t) in w', V/6 (0, T), (7.15)
U(0) = M,, v'(0) = c~lf(0), (7.16)

JjD0^v + D' *^v}dY = g on [0,7]. (7.17)

Here Eq. (7.15) derives from (4.4) setting uQ = 0, the initial condition for v derives
from (4.6), and the additional information (7.17) comes out by differentiating in
time Eq. (2.13). We point out that the initial velocity w, will replace u0 in the basic
condition (2.21).

7.2. Throughout this paper we have implicitly assumed that the memory mecha-
nism is casual, i.e., it acts only over the time interval (0, t) (cf., e.g., [2, Appendix
K] and [26, Chap. I, Sec. 5], However, other assumptions may be made (see, e.g.,
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[6] and its references). For instance, if the memory is considered as infinite then the
convolution integrals in time must be taken over (0, +00) (or (-00, t) according
to the choice of the integration variables). In this case, assuming that the material
is free of stresses and strains in the past, that is for t < 0, we can take again the
mentioned integrals over (0, t) (cf. [15, Chap. 1, Sec. 7]) and our results still hold.
More generally, they hold even if the material is free of stresses and strains only in
a given time interval (-7,0], T > 0, and the residual stress involving the past
history of u from -00 to — T is known (see [11, Remark 4.3.] for details in the
three-dimensional case). Note that the previous assumptions on the past histories of
stress and strain imply that u0 = ux = 0. Thus, in order to get our results, Remark
7.1 has to be taken into account.

7.3. Let us consider the direct problem (1.1-1.5) and its variational formulation
(2.11-2.12) (cf. Sec. 2). Reinforcing the regularity assumptions on the data f, u0,
w, (cf. (3.3-3.6)) and on T it is possible to show the existence and uniqueness of a
classical solution (i.e., Eq. (1.1) is satisfied a.e. in Q. x (0, T)).

More precisely, replacing (3.3-3.6) by

C"1/1 eC'([0, 71; W), (7.18)
C~lf2 £ C([0, T] \ H3{Q.) n W), (7.19)
u0, € W, (7.20)

Au0gH, Au,eV', (7.21)

and assuming T of class W5, we prove

Theorem 7.2. Under the assumptions (2.10), (2.24), (3.1-3.2), (7.18-7.21), there
exists a unique function u e C([0, T]; H4(Q) n W) n c'([0, T]; H3(Cl) n W) n
C2([0, T]; W) solving Eq. (1.1) a.e. in Qx(0, T) with / = /' + f2 and satisfying
the conditions (1.2-1.5). Moreover, there are a positive constant A15 and a pair of
positive functions A]6, A]7 6 C°((0, +00)2) such that

lMHc([0,(];//4(Q)nW) + ll Wllc' ([0, /]; //3(£2)nW^)

- ^15 I HMoll//4(fi) + HW1 ll//3(£l) + Wf Hc([0,f];#)

+ Jo ^ l'c([°,j];ff) ^ + JQ H^ f Hc([0,j];//3(£1)) ^ (7.22)

+ fllMoll//3(n)-^i6(ll-® Hc'([0,<])'

x {1 + ?A|7(||Z) IIc'jjo,,] > 0 ^xP[^i7(||-^ IIc'qo,,]) '

for any t £ [0, T]. The constant A,5 depends on Q, h, /u, (Z>(0))-1 , Z)'(0),
T and the functions A,6, An are increasing in each of their arguments and also
depend on (£>(0))-1, Q, h, fi.

Proof. Recalling the proof of Theorem 3.1 (cf. Sec. 3) we apply the operator A
to both sides of Eqs. (3.17-3.18). This implies that v := Av formally solves the
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Cauchy problem:

v+A.v(t) = A£?(A~lv)(t) + F(t) in Wx V, Wt e (0, T), (7.23)
v(0) = v0 := Av0, v'(0) = vl:=Avl, (7.24)

where S?~ := A& (cf. (3.20)).
Thanks to the assumptions (7.18-7.21) we have (cf. also (3.15))

v0€D( A), (7.25)

& G c" ([0, T] ■ W X V) + C([0, T]; 3(A)). (7.26)

Moreover, we can easily prove the estimate (cf. (3.22))

l|A[^(A Vj) - &(A ^2) 3IIC" ([0, t]\3>(A)) — (1^1 + 11-^ llc([0,«]))llei ~~ ̂2 Hc([0, t\
(7.27)

for any t e [0, T] and any v{, v2e C([0, T]; 3(A)).
Taking advantages of (7.25-7.27) and using the same arguments used in the proof

of Theorem 3.1 (see from (3.24) on) we get that there exists a unique solution v e
C([0, T]; 3(A)) n C'([0, T] \ W x V) to problem (7.23-7.24) and v satisfies an
estimate quite similar to (3.32). Observe now that A is invertible and A-1: W xV —>
3(A). Then, setting v := A~'w, using Eqs. (3.9), (3.16), and elliptic regularity
results, we prove that the function u defined by

u:= (D(0))_1[(A"1«)1 +R*(A~lv)1] on [0, T] (7.28)

belongs to C([0, T]; H4(Q) n W) n C1 ([0, T]; H3(D.) nW)n C2([0,T]\W) and is
the unique solution to Problem (1.1-1.5).

Finally, the analogue of estimate (3.7) holding for v and Eq. (3.10) allow us to
infer from (7.28) the wanted inequality (7.22). □

Owing to Theorem 7.2 we can change the additional information (1.9) by assuming
knowledge of the force —M" - g3 (cf. (1.5), (1.8)) acting on a portion f C F0,
|F| > 0 , for each time t € [0, T], that is,

J^{D(0)&2u + D' * &2u}dT = g on [0, T], (7.29)

where g: [0, T] —> R is a given function. Here we recall that = 0 on T x [0, T]
since u"(-, t) e W, for any t € [0, T] (cf. (2.2) and Theorem 7.2).

Since the integral on the left-hand side of (7.29) contains a third-order linear
differential operator (cf. (1.6)), in place of the inequality (5.1), we must consider the
following inequality (cf., e.g., [22, Chap. 1, Sec. 8, Theorem 8.3]):

I k^2zdY <A16|f|1/2||z||„4(Q) (7.30)

for any z e H (Q), where A16 is a positive constant depending on T, n .
Inequality (7.30) tells us that estimate (7.22) has to be used in place of (3.7). Then

arguments quite identical to the ones developed in Sees. 5 and 6 yield results similar
to Theorems 2.1-2.2.
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7.4. All the results proved or outlined in this paper also apply to the one-dimension-
al counterpart of the Kirchhoff viscoelastic plate model, namely the viscoelastic beam
(cf., e.g., [21]).

In this case, assuming Q = (0, at) c R, co > 0 being the length of the beam
(supposed to be homogeneous with unitary density), Eq. (1.1) becomes

hutt ~ J2uxxtt + D(°Kxxx + D' *uxxxx = f in(0,co)x(0, T), (7.31)

where h > 0 denotes the thickness of the beam.
Moreover, the initial and boundary conditions (1.2-1.5) can be translated as fol-

lows:

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ut(x, 0) = Mj(x) Wx G (0, to), (7.32)
w(0, t) = ux{0, 0 = 0 Vf G [0, T], (7.33)
D(0)uxx(co,t) + (D'*uxx)((o,t) = gl(t) WG[0,r], (7.34)

DWuxxx(m > 0 + (D' * uxxx)(w' 0 ~ J2uxtt(°)' 0 = S2W W G [0, T]. (7.35)

As far as the additional information is concerned, we can choose for instance (cf.
(1-9))

£>(0)^(0, t) + (D' * uxx){0, t) = g(t) V/ G [0, T] (7.36)

or (cf. Remark 7.3, (7.28))

D(°Kxx(°' 0 + (*>' * "xxx)(°' o - J2uxa(°. 0 = *(0 V/G[0, T], (7.37)

g: [0, T] —► R being a given function. Either assuming (7.36) or (7.37) we can
prove results like Theorems 2.1-2.2.

Let us consider for example the additional information (7.36), namely the identifi-
cation problem consisting in finding u and D satisfying Eq. (7.31) and the conditions
(7.32-7.36).

We define (cf. (2.1-2.4))

V:={v£Hl{0, <u)|t>(0) = 0}, (7.38)

W {w G H2(0, <b) | m>(0) = wx(0) = 0}, (7.39)

and we endow them with the following inner products:

rw

c{v,v):=h v^ + t:> vx^x Vv,veV,
Jo Jo (7.40)
r(0

a{w,w):~ / w w Vw, w e W. (7.41)
Jo

Moreover, by using the coercive bilinear forms defined by (7.40-7.41), we introduce
the canonical isomorphisms C : V —> V' and A : W —> W'.
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Assume now that (2.14-2.20) hold according to (7.38-7.41) and to the new defi-
nitions of C and A . In addition, assume that (cf. 2.21-2.22))

D° := g{°] (^(0)) >0' (7'42)

2 2
£>(0)^(0) + £>'(0)^(0) = g'(0), (7.43)

dx dx
d2uj diuj
—£(to) = —J-(co) = 0, 7 = 0,1. (7.44)
dx dx

Clearly condition (2.24) is trivially satisfied in the one-dimensional case.
Thanks to the previous positions the same technique used in the two-dimensional

case gives

Theorem 7.3. Let the assumptions (2.10), (2.14-2.20), (7.42-7.44) hold. Then there
is T0 e (0, T] such that the problem (7.30-7.35) admits a unique local solution
(u, D) having the properties (2.25-2.26).

We point out that Theorem 2.2 can be restated as well. Similar considerations
hold when the additional information (7.37) is considered, taking Remark 7.3 into
account.
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